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Customer Personas
Vision & Goals
Core values 
Defining the brands look, sound & feel.

Before our first meeting, we had already
been given a brief of what the client
wanted to do. She had worked in a higher
cost lending market.

COVID-19 had already made a huge
impact on the economy, so she saw an
opportunity to be a reliable, transparent &
and fair way to borrow cash. 

One Kiwi helping another was the driving
force for her to start her own business.
This is where we come in…

The first meeting consisted of a Discovery
Session: which included:

Sweet As Money is aiming to be a
household name, considered the most
reliable and the "go-to" when it comes to
non banking support.
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GOALS

"WE OFFER A
PRODUCT THAT
ASSISTS EVERYDAY
KIWIS"

Let's start from the top

Wit ty
Modern
Play fu l
Casua l
Car ing
Honest
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We needed to understand what differentiates these finance companies from

one another. Each offers differing ranges of fees, over short or long term

periods.

We created tables that analysed their current offerings, interest rates and

specific features that provided them with a competitive advantage.
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RESEARCH
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Example :
In the example, we found

that one of the

competitors main call to

actions was that they had

the lowest fees.

However the Annualised

Interest Rate was 292%!

Which caused this

competitor to be the most

expensive lender in the

market. 

This research lead to an

opportunity to emphasize

Sweet As Money's

transparent values...



Through our market research, competitor's of Sweet As Money had set up

their business in a way to catch their clients in a net. Whether it was

through skyrocketing interest rates, or through various fees for signing up,

changing the duration of the payment and so on.

Finance companies require sucking up your pride to go in and speak face

to face with staff. Sweet As Money wanted to create a digital tool that

supported kiwi's discreetly. With COVID's impact on the New Zealand

economy; it put a lot of businesses out of work, leading to the population

looking to new means of support.
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CHALLENGE
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INSIGHTS

The majority of customers were looking to support their family

They are all loving people, just need a hand up, rather than a handout

Are time poor, so some extra cash would help create some better

memories.

To start the process, we first had to identify whom the client is targetting.

Any marketer would tell you the importance of understanding your

customer persona. We scribbled on the whiteboard & begun to define who

these customers were, what their values were, pain points and why they

got out of bed in the morning. Some standout insights:
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SOLUTION
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Through our market research and customer persona analysis. We defined

the colour scheme as very vibrant blues, pinks & purples. We chose these

to create a sense of trust, excitement and to represent the support that

Sweet As Money was offering to it's customer base.

The colour scheme of Sweet As Money is as follows:
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The design of the site is laid out to provide easily visible information to the

eyes of the target customers. Sweet As Money is:

"An ethical, fair and equitable way to borrow cash. We're looking to provide
Kiwi's with the support they need to be free from financial struggle"

All information must be easily accessible to the reader. With less technical

jargon. Sweet As Money is looking to build trust through its visuals and

black & white copy. 
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BRANDING

DESIGN

Sky Blue Crayola
#29DCFD

Cyclamen
#ED6EA2

Alice Blue
#E7F1FC

Purple Mountain
#9977C3



Based on our research from earlier. The client really wanted to reflect the

values of Sweet As Money through the contents of the website. So it was

fitting to create a cost comparison table. 
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SOLUTIONS

This table is located on the "Our Fees" page, provided the target customer

with a convenient means of deciding between competitors.

Out of convenience and respect; we coloured each of the main

competitor's by their brand colours, and decided to leave their brand

name's out.



The final site could not have been completed without the key insights

gained through our workshops.

We managed to discover the core sales proposition of the brand, and

include elements of the fair and transparent values that it's driving for

through it's cost comparison table, and overall voice.

Once the brand starts making waves in the marketplace & establishing a

name for itself through delivering results. Sweet As Money is already

prepared to launch its' first marketing campaign. Supporting smaller

businesses and provide offerings to those in need.

The final website is live, all of our designs are animated to add some

excitement to the site.

Encouraging visitors to browse through the site, and drive conversions.

Check out the site below!

www.sweetasmoney.co.nz
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RESULTS

http://www.sweetasmoney.co.nz/
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THE FUTURE OF
SWEET AS MONEY
So what's next on the horizon for Sweet As Money?

Sweet As Money is going to cement itself as a brand that is giving a hand

up, rather than a handout.

The future plans for the brand are to support families to become financially

free from debt. This will be done through offering supportive channels,

training and education all available on the site. Which would assist families

in making smarter decisions with their finances.

Further cementing Sweet As Money as an advocate for the better, they will

be supporting charities and schools that aren't always in the spotlight.

Giving customers the opportunity to submit their "hero of the month". Who,

if they receive the most votes will win prize money or the support that they

need to further their own ambitions.

With that, we are at the end of the case study.

If you're looking for your own web platform that creates a strong brand,

with core values you convey through all aspects of your business.

Then contact us today to book a meeting.

w. www.rove.agency

e. jp@rove.agency


